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Vocabulary workshop level a unit 7 pdf

100 An event resulting in death Deathity 100 Plunging into a liquid Immerse 100 DAILY TRIPLE: What Greek word is the root of the word pathetic? Pathos 100 Pursue, stick to the Enduring 100 To ban or prohibit Authorizing 200 Something done or given to show thanks or respect Tribute 200 To take more time to perform an action than is necessary Dawdle
200 Easily fooled or tricked Gullible 200 Relocation, troublesome Pathetic 200 DAILY DOUBLE: To melt or weld Dissect 300 A note to help one's memory Memorandum 300 DAILY DOUBLE : To lie or intentionally Prevaricate 300 Characterized by strong feelings, especially compassion and sorrow Pathetic 300 Tribute, Recommendation Tribute 300
Soothing, Soothing Inflammatory 400 A person guilty of some misconduct Guilty 400 To continue to do something and refuse to quit despite difficulties Endure 400 Rousing excitement or leads to disorder Inflammatory 400 Squirm, thrash Writhe 400 To dirty or soil Scouring 500 Joy or satisfaction Relish 500 To remember one's previous thoughts , Emotions
or Experiences Reminiscent 500 Not Allowed, Illegal Illegal 500 Naïve, Credible Gullible Click to Zoom Easily deceived, tricked or tricked This is a test of Unit 7 words for level A in Sadlier: Vocabulary Workshop.The test is 50 points. (12 points Multiple choice with part of the speech, 10 points Synonym and Antonym, 8 points Fill in blank, 20 points Matching.)
The answer key is included in addition to a list of Unit 7 Words.When you buy it, just take off Preview only and it's yours to use and edit. That's a total of 11 pages. The first five pages are for the students. The next five pages belong to the teacher to use as the ANSWER key. The last page is a list of the Device 7 words.
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